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Abstract—This article aims to explore how the EFL teachers and students treat the development of speaking fluency in the EFL class in terms of the teachers' willingness of promoting speaking fluency for their students and the students' demand and preference of the speaking fluency in the EFL class in China. This study also attempts to identify whether there is a dynamic between these two variables. However, the participants in this study including 40 EFL students with a female dominated demography and 10 domestic EFL teachers were randomly convened from a college. Two sets of questionnaire for these EFL teachers and students are a way to observe the result, since the demand of fluency development is a motivational factor for the EFL learners to practice it, while the teachers' willingness of implementation is an effective variable to promote it. Thus, a t-test is applied to precede this outcome and the results indicated that the teachers' willingness of developing speaking fluency for their students is not sufficient. Their students consequently are not familiar with the way of practicing the speaking fluency. Though these EFL students demand a fluent communicative competence in conversations, there is a lack of time, activity, effort and relevant principle of guiding in the current EFL class. The conclusion of this article is that speaking fluency strand is necessary to the college students and therefore further researches should draw attention on its development in the EFL class in China.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, there was a gradual but significant change of the language policy in China. Students in high school were not required to learn one elective foreign language. Instead, English was the compulsory subject. In 2001, the Chinese Ministry of Education announced and implemented a compulsory language policy: EFL teaching from the grade 3 in primary schools towards to the tertiary institutions. In addition, the Chinese and English bilingual education was encouraged in the tertiary institutions with 5% to 10% of the total courses. This policy did attempt to promote the status of English in this country. Nonetheless, it did not concern the methodology and curriculum more specifically in the EFL context. English language teaching varies from institutions and differs in methodologies across China. Though, there are two common phenomena in summary: EFL is grammar-translation learning and examination-driven teaching. The grammar-translation method is a traditional approach to analyze the grammar structures and rules of a language and students apply these rules to translate their first language into the target language. Richards and Rodgers (2001) pointed out it focuses on developing the reading and writing competences with little attention on the speaking or listening skills, because the purpose of grammar-translation method is to develop the language learners' reading ability. On the other hand, examination-driven learning limits the communicative language learning as students have to process a lot of paper work in order to pass the exams. These two constraints limit the development of communicative language teaching.

On the basis of current situation, the grammar-translation method is steadily replaced by the communicative language teaching approach, which is not yet dominated in many EFL classes in China. Jin (2006) found most EFL learners learn vocabulary through memorizing and practice their listening and reading skills through the context silently. From the view of communicative language teaching, Nation (2007) suggested that there are four strands in a language course: a) language learning through listening and reading is called meaning-focused input; b) form-focused instruction is focused on language features; c) language learning through speaking and writing refers to meaning-focused output, and d) the fluency development is a fourth strand, which is a retrieval of meaning processing. It clearly mentions the importance of fluency development. Thus, this article attempts to discover how the EFL teachers and students treat the development of speaking fluency in the EFL class. This is identified by questionnaires through the relationship between the teachers' willingness of promoting speaking fluency for their students and the students' demand and preference of the speaking fluency. The main finding in this study is that there is a close link between these two variables through interpreting the results of a t-test. In general, the teachers’ initiative of promoting speaking fluency determines the students’ efforts on it consequently and the importance of speaking fluency development is neglected to some degrees. Finally, there are some recommendations to raise the attention on the speaking fluency strand for the college students in the EFL Class.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. The Definition of Fluency
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The term ‘fluency’ is widely used in language pedagogy and ‘fluent’ is regularly appeared in language testing, which seems the meaning of fluency is easily catchable. But, the definition of fluency is various. Hartmann and Stork (1976) pointed out the term ‘fluent’ means a speaker is able to use the correct structures of a language at normal speed, which means speaking naturally with concentration on the content delivery, rather than focusing on the form or structure of a language. Fillmore (1979) defined four abilities of speaking fluently: a) the ability to talk at length with few pauses; b) be able to produce the sentences coherently, reasoned and semantically; c) have appropriate expressions in a wide range of contexts; d) be creative and imaginative in language use. Furthermore, Richards et al. (1985) defined fluency is the speech close to a native speaker’s pausing, rhythm, stress and intonations, and in EFL class, fluency is about the level of communication competence. In addition, Nation (1989) provided three aspects of fluency: the first one is the speed and flow of language production; secondly, the degree of control of the language items i.e. pausing, rhythm, pronunciation and stress; and the way of content interrupting. So far, the definition of fluency is developed into two main categories.

One is called the narrow approach (Lennon, 2000) refers to the speaking speed and smoothness of the language delivery. The other is the board approach (Kopenen & Riggenback, 2000) that considers a wider area including semantic density, appropriateness of expression, the language user’s creative ability and some further issues in sociolinguistics. However, the definition of fluency is considered as the narrow approach in this study.

B. The Measure of Speaking Fluency

Defining the term fluency is neither easy, nor is the measure of fluency. It is necessary to set up the relevant criteria to measure speaking fluency in EFL class. To establish the standards of assessing fluency is a complicate task, because fluency is totally a performance with the listener’s impression and feeling. Lennon (1990) argued fluency is not inviting the listener to pay attention on production of speaking, but the listener’s attention on speaker’s message delivered. This is the reflection of the speaker’s oral ability. In this circumstance, therefore, many researches attempted to identify the longitudinal fluency development (Towell, 1987; Lennon, 1990 & Freed, 1995); the researches to distinguish the fluent and non-fluent language learners (Riggenbach, 1991 & Ejzenberg, 2000); and Arevart and Nation’s (1991) fluency improvement in learning an additional language. Most of these researches analyzed the amount of words articulated per minute and the average pauses between the different syllables when speaking. Wood (2001) summarized the speech rate is a key performance indicator of measuring fluency as speech rate shows the overall fluency of speaking. On the other hand, the phenomena of pause and pause filler are also considered in the presence of filled and non-filled pauses in articulation for the four English learners from China (Riggenbach, 1991) and the changes in the pause time for another four German students (Lennon, 1990). To sum up, both the definition and the measure of speaking fluency illustrate the importance of developing the speaking fluency in the EFL class.

C. The Importance of Fluency

The goal of learning an additional language is to use it naturally. Brumfit (1984) treated fluency as natural language use like the native speakers. Speaking fluency is also an important component of communication competence, because the ability of speaking fluently can help the speaker to produce continuous speech without comprehension difficulties for the listener and to maintain the communicative ideas more effectively. Richards et al. (1985) argued that the strand of fluency is a measurement of one’s communicative proficiency level. So, no language learner refuses to speak fluently. This implies that speaking fluency is necessary for the EFL learners to develop and improve. On the other hand, the issue of fluency or accuracy development, or, meaning or form focused, is widely debated. The best way is to merge them into different sequences in learning because both fluency development and accuracy development are important strands. Nation’s (2007) four strands successfully classified them into the different sequence of learning and fluency development is the fourth strand to focus on meaning, which is a retrieval process of the known languages and contents. Moreover, Nation (1997) found that the improvement in speaking fluency also improves qualities of grammar accuracy and the degrees of content control. The practice of the speaking fluency is not conflict with the form-focused instruction, but strongly enhances to the accuracy of a language.

D. Related Empirical Studies

Nation’s (1989) and Arevart and Nation’s (1991) studies of fluency task: the 4/3/2 activity (Maurice, 1983) improved the participants’ fluency, grammar accuracy and control of content. First of all, studies were conducted by calculating the amount of words articulated per minute and pauses per 100 words for identifying the improvement of speaking fluency. The results indicated there was an increase in the amount of words speaking per minute and a decrease in the pause per 100 words. Secondly, the accuracy in terms of the number of errors made in the three speaking session was dramatically reduced from the first round with 4 minutes to the third round with 2 minutes in the 4/3/2 activity. The third improvement is about the control of content, which showed a reduction to a good abstract content in order to meet the requirement of the time reduction in each round. To conclude, the techniques used in the studies lead a positive outcome for the development of speaking fluency.

Nation (1997) listed several conditions for developing fluency. This is the fundamental understanding for the EFL teachers to implement a fluency activity in class. The EFL students should be familiar with all language items, content and knowledge. Fluency development does not allow involving any unknown elements. It is a meaning-focused activity, which means the speakers are required to receive and process meaning and not to analyze language features. Moreover,
there should be some encouragement to push the outcome with a time reduction or speeding up the articulation. If any of these conditions is missing, then it will not be a scientific fluency activity. Nation (2007) further claimed that the four strands should be balanced with an equal share of the class time. That means the EFL teachers and students need to spend 25% of the class time and put 25% of their efforts on the fluency development.

Based on these theories above, there are some further empirical studies about the development of speaking fluency. Schloff and Yudkin’s (1991) sixty second strategy advised the learners with a slow speaking speed to choose a context about 180 words to read it loudly and practice for several times. Then, these learners are encouraged to recite the content in one minute without losing the original meaning. Fluency is directly associated with the speaking speed in this circumstance. Porter and Grant (1992) argued the EFL learners should not be trained by speeding up with sacrificing meaning and thus to make the conversation difficult for their audiences to understand. Later, Schneider (2001) proposed the pair-taping activity to encourage the EFL learners to interact each other in class due to few opportunities of speaking. Bresnihan and Stoops (1996) further suggested talking zone, speaking line and conversation game to face the challenge of the first language use in class. The over use of native language may impact on the quality of the lesson. In summary, all these proposed activities create an opportunity for the EFL learners to practice the speaking fluency in the EFL class.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The literature review above provides a board picture on the topic of developing and improving the speaking fluency in EFL class. However, this study lists two questions and seeks relevant answers through two sets of questionnaire.

Stated questions:
1. How the EFL teachers and students treat the development of speaking fluency in the EFL class?
2. Is there any relationship between the EFL teachers’ willingness of promoting the speaking fluency for their students and the EFL students’ preference of the speaking fluency in the EFL class in China?

IV. METHOD

A. Participants

This study was designed to identify how the EFL teachers and students treat the development of speaking fluency in the EFL class from a selected college in China. Hence, 40 students are randomly selected in this college. Their major is various, but English is a compulsory subject for all the participants. The demography is a female dominated situation since there are 35 females students in this sample. Another 10 domestic EFL teachers with 6 females and 4 males are convened randomly from this college too. These selected teachers are all middle aged EFL specialists with more than ten years EFL teaching experiences at a college level. About their English proficiency, 5 of them are at the intermediate level, 3 teachers consider their English is close to upper intermediate level and the rest 2 rate their English proficiency at an advanced stage and lower intermediate level. The reason to choose the domestic EFL teachers only is that not all colleges in China have foreign or native EFL teachers. The reliability and valid will be decreased, if asking the overseas EFL teachers to observe. A total number of 50 participants involved in this study as a sample.

B. Instruments

There are two questionnaires and a five-point scale judgment is applied in this study. The first one is to investigate the teachers’ willingness of promoting the speaking fluency for their students and the students’ demand and preference of the speaking fluency in the EFL class is in the second questionnaire. A reminder that these two questionnaires ignore the demographical distribution of the participants in the survey, which means the result is applicable for both males and females in this college. These two lists of questionnaires are derived from the theories of fluency development in the literature review above. The items for the teachers’ willingness of implementing speaking fluency are closely related to the students’ preference of fluency development, which means in this circumstance the questions for the teachers are similar to these questions to the students. For instance, question 1 in the survey for the teachers is – “As a teacher, I inform all my students’ that fluency is a necessary strand in language learning (1–disagreed and 5–totally agreed)”; by contrast, for the students is – “I consider the speaking fluency is a necessary strand in language learning (1–Not preferred at all and 5–Preferred very much)”. Therefore, such patterns ensure both parties can understand the questions clearly and answer the questions relatively. In order to further increase the reliability and validity for this research, a Chinese version is translated from the English version. Both versions were approved by an expert in this field.

C. Data Collection

Before doing this survey, there was a demonstration of this instrument with other teachers and students. It is very important to inform all the participants to provide an authentic score on each question. No discussion about the answers among the participants. They must try all questions in the questionnaires form. It is possible to have an interview with the teachers and students in the demonstration in order to find out the weakness in the questionnaire setting, to consider adding some further questions and to ensure the relevance of the Chinese and English versions. Such demonstration will help the data collection and analysis in a reliable and valid condition. When conducting the formal survey, to convene
all 50 participants together, to inform them with the purpose of the study, and to provide an instruction of answering the questions in the intended survey, these are the three steps to collect data.

D. Data Analysis

The SPSS program was used for the data analysis in this study. The descriptive statistics is to analyze the first stated question how the EFL teachers and students treat the development of speaking fluency in the EFL class. There are two related parts: the teachers’ willingness to promote the speaking fluency for their students and the students’ demand and preference of the speaking fluency. The evaluating criteria for the interpretation of the mean value of two variables are in table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean Value</th>
<th>Level of Teachers’ Willingness (Agreement)</th>
<th>Level of Students’ Demand (Preference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.41-4.20</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Preferred to some degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.61-3.40</td>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>Uncertain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.81-2.60</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Rarely prefer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00-1.80</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
<td>Not preferred at all</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the stated question 2, a t-test is used to identify whether there is any dynamic relationship between the teachers’ willingness of promoting the speaking fluency for their students and the students’ preference of the speaking fluency.

E. Results

Table 2 shows two items (Question 1 & 7) are strongly agreed by the 10 teachers. Question 1 has the highest average mean value with 4.40 due to the majority of the teachers agree with the statement of fluency development is a necessary strand in language learning; two items (Question 3 & 4) are agreed by them who understand and apply the conditions for running a fluency activity and organize different activities for fluency development in class; four uncertain items (Question 5, 6, 10 and 11); and the rest three items (Question 2, 8 and 9) are strongly disagreed.

Table 3 shows only one item is strongly agreed by all the participating students. Question 1 has the highest average mean value with 4.45 since 36 out of the students prefer or prefer very much to the statement of fluency development is a necessary strand in language learning; two items (Question 3 & 4) are preferred to some degrees that the students can understand the conditions for practicing a fluency activity and join in different activities for fluency development in

---

Table 1: Criteria for the interpretation of the mean value for the teachers’ willingness of promoting the speaking fluency for their students and the students’ preference and demand of the speaking fluency in the EFL class of the sample with 50 participants.

Table 2: The teachers’ willingness to promote the fluency of speaking for their students in the EFL class of sample with 10 participants.

Table 3: The students’ demand and preference of the speaking fluency in the EFL class of the sample with 40 participants.
class; the next five uncertain items (Question 5, 6, 7, 10 and 11) and the rest 3 items: Question 2 is not preferred at all Question 8 & 9 are rarely preferred. The average rate of this questionnaire is 3.03 with an uncertain criterion.

Table 4 shows the paired t-test results: only 1 item (Question 7) among the total 11 questions was identified between the mean value of the teachers’ willingness of developing speaking fluency and the students’ preference of practicing speaking fluency with a significant difference at 1% (p<0.01) level. The rest 10 items were perfectly related with these two variables between the teachers and students. The statistical figures of item 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9 indicated that the students’ preference is generally greater than the teachers’ willingness for the development of speaking fluency. It is necessary to point out item 8 – the student’s question: I put effort on focusing and processing meanings when I practice speaking fluency, which is much greater than the teacher’s question: I push myself to increase my speaking with a faster speed in fluency development. However, item 9 – the student’s question: I motivate my students to develop speaking fluency with a significant difference, if the degree of freedom is at 5% (p<0.05) level.

On the other hand, the rest four items 4, 6, 10 and 11 resulted that the teachers’ willingness and efforts on developing fluency is greater than the students’ preference in the EFL class. These two variables also closely related. For example, item 6 – I always ask the students to practice the known language and content for their speaking skill, and item 10 – the EFL teachers encouraging the repetition of the same context until the language learners are able to control the context easily, which are closely followed by the students. To sum up, the mean value for teachers’ willingness is 3.05 and 3.03 for students’ preference. There is a close matching between the teachers’ willingness of promoting speaking fluency and the students’ preference in this study. Nevertheless, the final outcome is still located in the uncertainty level.

## V. FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

First of all, the teachers’ willingness and students’ preference of developing the speaking fluency are internal related in this research, but the overall outcome is with an uncertain attention on the fluency development. This provides a very strong reason to balance four strands in a language program immediately. To analyze these findings more specifically, the strand of speaking fluency is totally ignored by these participated teachers and students, who evaluated a mean value of 1.6 and 1.7 on item 2 – the weight of fluency development in class in the questionnaires. This implies they did not pay attention on fluency development at all. Nonetheless, they have several reasons and one common explanation is that the EFL teachers are usually making progress to focus on teaching new materials in class. They consider homework is a waste of time. Through an interview after this research, the participants including both the teachers and students think a quarter of the class time on fluency development is too much. Nation (2007) argued that fluency strand is necessary for any proficiency level when learning a foreign language. The purpose for learning is to use what already known. So, the EFL learners are strongly required to put their efforts on fluency development. It is true that the speaking is the most important skill in learning a foreign language (Ur, 1996). A large demand of the speaking skill creates many opportunity to improve the speaking fluency. Thanesh (2013) explores that there is a shift towards focusing on speaking fluency development in India now. Consequently, the attention should be paid on meaning-focused output and fluency development strands for improving the communicative competence.

On the other hand, though the mean values 3.70 (teachers) and 3.63 (students) with an agreed and preferred criterion on item 4 – the understanding of the condition of speaking fluency, however, the understanding of this concept is not sufficient. Item 6 refers to the known language and content; item 7 is the input and output opportunities; the feature of meaning-focused is related to item 8; item 9 is about speeding up in speaking and item 10 is considered as a repetition strategy. These are all conditions and features for developing speaking fluency. Indeed, they were poorly answered by
either the teachers or the students, which imply item 4 is not reliable and valid. It is necessary to review the conditions and features for these participants. To perform a fluency task, the conditions and features are mandatory to consider first, otherwise the practice of fluency is not standardized or not effective. Thus, if there is an insufficient understanding of the rationale for fluency development; if there is a lack of opportunities for the repetition of the known languages and contents; if speaking is not pushed by speed; it will be difficult to achieve the goal of developing the speaking fluency, which not only has a feature of meaning-focused processing and retrieval, but also contributes to the form-focused instruction in terms of the increase of grammar accuracy and the control of content (Nation, 1989).

Next, the exception of the internal relationship in this study is item 7 – the teachers’ effort on creating more speaking opportunities for their students to use the known language items is great, instead, the students respond a low preference. No matter how the teachers encourage their students to participate in class, there is always a low response in a grammar translation learning environment. This raises two considerations: the adoption of the communicative language teaching in the EFL class in China is necessary and the other is about motivation is a tool to maintain the learning. Item 7 is a typical situation that the teachers know its importance, but the students do not engage very well. This is a gap between knowing and doing. Therefore, motivation is a strategy to fill this gap. The EFL teachers need to reflect motivational strategies with their learners’ achievements together. Motivation is a way to enhance the speaking fluency development, because the teacher’s motivation strategies can attract the students’ interest of learning and thus the EFL learners gain motivation from their teachers to maintain the EFL learning more effectively (Dörnyei, 1994). In summary, motivation supports to make achievements in EFL learning. This is an analysis why students’ engagement is very weak in item 7. Furthermore, Dörnyei (2003) pointed out the motivation also effects on the individual’s progress to evaluate what was achieved; how it was achieved and to plan for the next step of learning. One responsibility for the EFL teachers is to use the motivational strategies to achieve what learners expected as well as the objectives of the EFL course. Students will therefore continue to put their efforts on the next level of learning.

Brown (2007) stated motivation is yet an affective variable to be considered in the language teaching and learning. To compare with learning new things, motivation will be more powerful. The motivation strategy increases the quality in learning and enhances the using of language and content repetitively outside the class. The EFL learners should: a) be familiar with the language items and content; b) repeat them until with a fast speaking speed, few unnecessary pauses, and without losing the original meanings; c) understand the practice and learning with motivation; d) easily control and restructure the content; e) maintain a conversation with the similar languages and contents in real communication. In class, the EFL learners can choose the topic that is actually happened in their life (Brown & Nation, 1997). There are many topics and activities for developing the speaking fluency, for example, to describe a place one visited before can be talked through the 4/3/2 activity (Maurice, 1983). Students can cultivate their communicative competence because the topic and content practiced in class can be applied in real life again, but at a more fluent level.

On the whole, Brown (2002) stated that English language teaching now requires diagnosis, treatment and assessment. Diagnosis is the first step to identify learners’ needs, necessities and wants (Nation & Macalister, 2010). To diagnose what the EFL learners’ target knowledge that is expected to learn. In order to achieve the goal of the course, to explore what the necessity of knowledge they should have; and what is the lack parts. It is obvious that the speaking fluency is lacked in this study. To treat such issue, these teachers need to understand the fluency strand; to believe that speaking fluency is a trainable skill (Arevert & Nation, 1991); to increase the portion of fluency development in class; and to adjust and improve the curriculum of the course if they can. Findings in this study indicate that the teachers should have initiatives to do so. Finally, the assessment is a check point for the treatment and improvement. After processing of the assessment, the EFL teachers still have time to interview the students. The relevant and valuable feedbacks from the interview should be considered for the next improvement session.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study aims to explore the necessity for speaking fluency development in college institutions in China. In the light of the treatment of speaking fluency in the EFL class, a sample of 10 teachers and 40 students were participated in the survey. The researches indicated that there is a close relationship between the teachers’ willingness and students’ preference of implementing and developing the speaking fluency. However, the general status of speaking fluency is on a weak attention. In a communicative language teaching environment, the teachers should balance the four strands and shift from a heavy portion of form-focused instruction to meaning-focused processing. In this sense, this study holds a point of view that developing speaking fluency is an important strand in language learning.

There was a little differences between the two variables that the teachers’ willingness and students’ preference of implementing the development of speaking fluency. However, this study is limited in the area of college EFL courses with a female dominated demography. There might be a significance and uniqueness in other different academic levels or other demographics groups. It will be very interesting if further researches on the opposite demography with a male dominated population. In conclusion, this research provides a picture on the situation of the development of speaking fluency for the college students, it is important to know the way of promoting speaking fluency. It is also a challenging task. Therefore, further research should draw attention on how to improve the speaking fluency.
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